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Chapter 6
Hamilton's big boots sounded like a heavy piece of furniture setting down 

with each step across the bridge.

“Is this real, or mission intel?“ Hamilton’s hands rummaged in his lab coat 
pockets as if he would find answers in there.

“That's the big question,“ Ph'avell chimed in.

“None of it matches the Stonegate mission sets I studied.“ Celia returned to 
the command chair. 

“What if it is the mission?“ Hamilton cut in as he thought aloud.

“We can't ignore that possibility.“ Celia hooked her helmet on the left arm of 
the chair.

Hamilton laced his meaty fingers behind his head and took in the rough 
timeline. Celia noticed his fingers tap against the webs of the opposing hand as if 
to jiggle something into place.

"VOZ, please geo-organize these elements," Hamilton said.

Yes, Doctor Merriweather

The floating images, clips, and text slid into groups along the holoscreen's 
sides as a Terra Prime graphic appeared in the center. Colored lines connected 
the collections to various locations around the globe. The largest collections were 
in major cities and the largest being Nuevo City. 

“This is global,“ Celia said.

"The geotagging look genuine." Hamilton examined a data file on a holo 
screen, "If this is forged, it's an expert job."

“PsyOps materials always have a whiff of something to them,“ Ph'avell 
leaned against his chair back.

“So, this is real?“ Jacey stared at the holo screen.

“That would be my assessment.“ Hamilton looked down at the pilot.
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Celia looked at Major Skandii, willing the Mission Supervisor to do 
something, anything. But, it was apparent that nobody was going to save her 
from the responsibility of command.

“VOZ, open a channel to Stonegate Mission Control.“

Captain… @BlainLT02

The line channel is open, Captain.

“Farm House, Farm House, this is Cadet Captain Vickers requesting a status 
update on mission set, over.“

Nothing changed, but the Major's water pressurizers sounded like a whine. 
Then Celia nodded toward the Mission Supervisor's station. Maxtron looked 
back and forth in confusion. Celia hardened her look until Maxtron pulled up a 
communications interface at his station and nodded back.

“Farm House, Farm House, this is Cadet Captain Vickers requesting mission 
status, over.“

Celia's heart pounded in her ears, and the smell of the new ship was almost 
painful.

“Ftzzzzkkk… Gurk. Gurk. SkreeEf Twelvvv… Oh-Two, mission concluded. I 
repeat, mission concluded. Ahwazzzkkk… . .urhterrrrrr. .rrrrders. 
KruuuzzerrrKKzkk..“ The comms system crackled.

“It's all static now.“ Maxtron fiddled with the controls, “I guess we stand 
down and wait for orders?“

“I clearly heard ‘mission concluded.’” Ph’avell shrugged. 

Celia realized how much she wasn’t prepared to answer real-world questions. 
She looked at the holo-board in hopes of an answer. 

"Holy…" Hamilton cried out wearing the most oversized headphones Celia 
had seen, "I'm picking up low-wave frequencies in the transmission that 
corroborate explosions and seismic activity." Celia motioned to her ears, "Oh, 
sorry. Simple calculations say these are multi-megaton explosions and massive 
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earthquakes striking simultaneously." 

Hamilton swiped and pressed at an assortment of screens before scores of 
explosions and earthquake markers appeared on the holoscreen with a 
spectrography graphic.

“Gods.“ Maxtron stood, “Good thing we didn’t jump back into that mess.“

“Don't atomics have unique signatures?“ Ph'avell leaned forward, and 
Maxtron sat down.

“Yes, gamma bursts.“ Hamilton turned back to his station and his holo 
screens with unexpected grace. “Hmmm… That's peculiar; there should be some 
radiation.“

“Maybe an aircraft hit a power station to cause a giant explosion?“ Jacey 
stood up at the holo-board.

“It’s possible. A fully fueled aircraft impacting with a power storage facility 
could create an explosion of this magnitude.“ Hamilton rubbed his chin.

“Explosions,“ Maxtron stood up again, “there’s more than one explosion, 
right? What are the odds of multiple ships accidentally crashing into various 
power plants? That’s gotta be impossible, right?“ 

"Unless it wasn't an accident…." Ph'avell said. 

“What do you mean, Chief Warrant Officer?“ The Major broke her silence and 
quieted the bridge as a result.

“We have to consider the possibility that this is a coordinated attack.“ Ph’avell 
addressed the Major.

Major Skandii stared at the holoscreen. Her large black pupils blinked in 
confusion behind the dark visor, and Celia hoped for more than that. Then all 
incoming feeds stopped, and an item appeared on the board. 

PLANETARY WARNING: ALL TRAVEL AND COMMUNICATION 
RESTRICTED TO OFFICIAL USE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. 

“What the… VOZ, any feeds coming from Terra?“ Ph’avell said 
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Negative. There appears to be a buffer, isolating the 
planet’s net node. 

Celia leaned forward, “Anything on the Corps frequencies?“ 

Similar activity as Lieutenant Blain reported before.

“Maybe we should head to the nearest off-planet base or outpost?“ Maxtron 
said. 

The Union flourished without the threat of war between the Seven People for 
nearly a millennium. It had been centuries since the last recorded use of atomics 
in any conflict. If she was to be in the Corps, Celia wouldn't begin her career 
waiting things out on an outpost.

“Jacey set the jump coordinates back to Terra and park us in a deep orbit.“ She 
sat back in the command chair, “Let's see what's going on.“

“Aye aye,“ The young pilot smiled. 

“Belay that order, Ensign“ Maxtron rounded the command chair, “We can’t 
just jump back without orders.“ 

“Our orders were to return to Terra Prime following the mission.“ 

“Major, do something.“ Maxtron looked at the Mission Supervisor. 

“Cadet Lieutenant, there is no flaw in the Cadet Captain’s position.“ The 
Major never turned away from her screens.

“Take us home, Ensign.“ Celia grabbed her helmet, “Doc, gather everything 
you can by the time we get there. Max, Chief, you're with me.“

                                                                                                    

Maxtron couldn’t believe how everything unraveled so quickly. Why would 
they risk their careers but heading back to Terra Prime without orders and 
potentially risk their lives? The rest of the crew were on Celia's side, and his only 
hope was the Major, and she just sided with a reckless choice. Now he was down 
to two options. The first, a yelling match with Celia on the bridge would result in 
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his being beaten senselessly by a ForceCon operator. And the second, emphasize 
Stonegate Academy code with Celia behind closed doors and move the needle 
slowly back to reason. Maxtron glanced at the Thandarian waiting for him to get 
up and opted to take his chances with the second option. 

He struggled to keep up with Celia as she took the stairs two at a time down 
to the galley. He hadn't been in it since they boarded. In fact, he hadn't left the 
bridge until now. The entire ship felt like a private luxury cruiser, and the galley 
was no exception. It was lined with warm wood paneling and dark floor panels, 
like an exclusive club's drawing-room. Celia slammed her helmet on top of the 
long wood table in the center of the room, and the hairs on the back of Maxtron's 
neck prickled with a hot fire.

“Shit.“ She breathed out.

Maxtron gave her a wide berth and settled down on the far side of the table. It 
is better to put distance between you and your debate opponents, especially 
when one of them has a clawed guardian with a classified confirmed kill record. 
Ph'avell strolled in and paid no notice to either of them as he loped over to the 
food dispensers. Maxtron's shoulder still ached, but the thought of bringing 
Ph'avell up on charges for assaulting an officer was a warm balm.

His chair vibrated as the ion drives spun up before the Dragonfly departed for 
a suicide mission. 

                                                                                                    

The sides had been drawn by the time Ph'avell entered the galley. Celia's long 
arms pushed down on one end of the table while Maxtron sat at the other with 
his arms, legs, and face crossed. Ph'avell had witnessed a handful of young 
officers lose their cool in the aftermath. His initial assessment was, Celia wanted 
to cut through the bullshit, while Maxtron was concerned about getting it on his 
boots. That concern was a warning light, and Ph'avell sure as shit wouldn't 
become collateral damage in the act of self-preservation. 

Ph'avell watched a reflection of the two in the control panel as he dialed up 
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three fresh kavees. He knew the hot drinks wouldn't fix anything, but it couldn't 
make things worse. Something much bigger than a command graduation test 
was happening. They would have to operate independently until they could re-
establish communication with Stonegate. The bitter, dark liquid swirled into the 
cups. He considered how lonely it was operating outside the box when 
something took that box away. There's no greater test than when the galaxy 
doesn't work out as you expect.

Ph’avell sat in the middle of the table and slid a cup to each cadet. Celia's 
shoulders shook as her elbows remained locked. Maxtron watched Ph’avell as he 
picked up the cup, then looked at Celia.

“I'm sure they'll reschedule the mission. It's not on you.“ Maxtron consoled. 

“I'm not upset about the mission.“ The shaking stopped as she spoke.

Maxtron looked confused.

“I’m mad that it took me so long to act. If there's a problem and we’re not 
there to help, then it is on me." She looked up, and her pale blue eyes were now 
red-ringed. Celia's ponytail had come loose, and her thick gold-streaked chestnut 
hair framed the anger.

Her fist slammed the table with a resounding thud and shifted her gaze upon 
Ph’avell. He had seen a lot, but her look drove every distraction away.

“Level with us, Chief. Any idea what’s happening on Terra?“ Celia dropped 
into the chair and swooped the kavee cup into her hand. 

"It's big and feels coordinated; not a test mission evolution. This is a Terra 
Prime matter. If any government needs assistance, then the Corps will be pulled 
in unless war is declared. If we are contacted, it would only be in some support 
capacity. But I’m not willing to sit back and watch things burn, so until then, we 
should have our own plan.“

“Doesn’t having our own plan run counter to being in Stonegate or the 
Corps? Following orders?“ Maxtron said as a wavy lock of hair detached itself 
from the well-tended coiffure and hung into his face, giving him that perfect 
beleaguered traditionalist look. 

Nothing made a ForceCon operator want to back to the teams faster than 
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working with vanilla Corps officers. They needed to be decisive, and Ph'avell 
didn't have time to wrestle with dogma.

“We just need to be prepared if no orders come.“ Ph’avell swigged the cup.

“We’ll go back to take a closer look,“ Celia looked at Maxtron, “and help if we 
can.“ 

“I never said I didn’t want to help.“ Maxtron looked wounded.

                                                                                                    

The galley was quiet as the three sat and searched for answers in the bottom 
of their cups. Celia always felt drawn to talking things through rather than 
mulling things over in her head.

“Let's say it's an attack. Who would or could attack Terra?“ Celia watched 
Ph’avell cross out the mental items until he paused as she re-tied the ponytail.

“Could be an unglued Gurch war tribe.“ Ph’avell held up a finger, “But the 
Gurch MO is to make a big racket in the build-up to get what they want; without 
actually having the battle. Interplanetary surprise is not their strong suit. If it is 
them, maybe someone is pulling their strings.“

“Who could do that?“ Maxtron perked up.

“Who couldn’t it be? The Crown, the Princes…. Hells, nobility in general, the 
Union and its hundreds of sub-governments across the galaxy, corporations, and 
the Universal Church; even the Avari. All of them have used the Gurch at least 
once before. They’re frequent pawns in other’s plays for power, but invariably 
the Gurch escape being ground to dust by the galactic wheel.“

“Luck of the Gurch.“ Celia mused.

“There were a lot of Gurch worshipers of Hamii clogging Nueva City’s streets.
“ Maxtron thumped the table, “And it’s a Rezzamist holy day too.“ 

“Well, if you’re going to prop up a war, religion makes for a good pillar. But, 
hard to determine who was behind the attack without knowing the purpose, 
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motive, or gain.“ Ph’avell nodded.

It always came back to motivations. Celia's grandfather told her the best way 
to understand someone was to determine and understand their motivations. 

"Chief, you mentioned the Avari; they're perpetually angry at the Union, 
super organized, and have some of the most powerful tech," Celia asked.

“But they're never attacked the Union. They too small to consider that, right?
“ Maxtron asked.

"No, and yes…." Ph'avell leaned back and stretched, "They never signed the 
Unification treaty after the Dark Wars. Despite the efforts of the Enari, there's 
been friction between the seven nation-planets and Avari since." 

“Sounds like a long-term abusive relationship,“ Celia said.

“Can’t speak to that, but maybe it's a byproduct of living so long; the Avari 
carry grudges as old as the Folding. It’s not unrealistic that they would take a 
poke at the Union on such an important day.“

"We all have grudges, but this looks like a pretty big poke," Maxtron said, 

“Unity Day, the Palace, and the Unity Sculpture are all big targets for someone 
to take a shot.“ Celia looked at Ph’avell, “Anyone else?“

Ph'avell’s articulated ears moved slowly, then twitched. 

“Arthropians are a perennial choice, and those critters are the closest the 
Union's still got to expansionists.“

"Feels out of character to start a territory grab with the Terrans," Celia said.

“We’re the Union’s largest race. And this would jeopardize the alliances and 
treaties keeping others from taking their settlements.“ Maxtron sat tall.

“Sounds like someone did well in Galactic Politics 303.“ Ph’avell nodded. 

Maxtron looked satisfied and embarrassed.

“What about the Rezzamists?“ Celia prodded.

Ph’avell bristled at the mention. 
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"Sorry, Chief, I'm not calling out your people; I'm just going for options," Celia 
said.

"Extremists have been a consistent target for our squadrons in the last few 
years. But, this would be a big shift in their strategy." He ran fingers through the 
thick black fur on his neck. "There hasn't been a multi-location attack in nearly a 
decade, and this seems big—really big."

Celia couldn't believe anyone of the Seven People would do such a thing to 
any of the homeworlds and on Unity Day. This felt larger than what they could 
conceive. All Celia knew was, she was out of ideas and kavee.

Celia watched Ph'avell add and subtract things from his mental checklist 
while Maxtron furrowed his tall brow and searched the net on a few holo 
screens. Celia needed to hear their thoughts and wanted them to stay sharp, so 
she got more kavee. She slid fresh cups in front of everyone and sat with a look 
of urgent resolve, then Ph'avell clapped his hands and rubbed them together.

“This is how I see it. Arthropian's are expansionists but use force to protect 
what's theirs. The Union or Terrans don't constitute a threat.“

Ph'avell waited, and Celia cocked her head.

“ForceCon’s a diverse bunch of independent thinkers than you two. Feel free 
to push back with opinions and options.” The Thandarian smiled before 
continuing, “I’m taking the Avari and Gurch off the table as principal actors too. 
The Avari are long-game players. They work weak points and leverage their 
more influential cousins to make their plays. I can't recall the last time they used 
armed forces in overt action.“ 

“Seems like you've removed the three biggest candidates Chief,“ Celia said.

“Wait, you said, overt action. So you know of covert actions?“ Maxtron asked.

"That's classified. As for the Gurch, they don't pick fights with the bigger guy 
unless they're in a blood frenzy. This is out of their scope. It's been centuries since 
major war clans joined in overwhelming a battlefield. If that was the case here, 
there'd be millions of them."

“Who’s left? Rezzamists?“ Maxtron said.
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“If there's a leading candidate, Rezzamist extremists are it. And contrary to 
public opinion, extremists are not just Thandarians.” Ph’avell stared at the kavee, 
“But, the blame will fall on Thandarians.“

“Especially if the UC gets their say,“ Celia said. “But what can we do if they 
are extremist forces in the capital?“ 

"If I planned this attack, I would neutralize the largest threat first, then work 
down. Corps bases, followed by communication hubs, governmental command 
locations, and then transportation to make cities soft targets. That would dilute 
any significant reaction force across the globe. The planet would be your for 
hours, if not days before an off-world response arrived."

“Could extremists pull off such a coordinated attack?“ Celia said.

"If extremists wanted to strike at the heart of the Union, then an attack of 
Nueva City isn't out of the question, but an entire planet feels implausible. That's 
the work of warships and armies, which they don't have." Ph'avell said.

“Then what?“ Maxtron asked.

“We need to develop our plan on the move.“ Ph’avell got up to put his cup in 
the dish unit, “We hit deep orbit, gather intel, and try to establish comms. Then 
help get folks outta harm's way.“

Celia’s hands clapped surprisingly loud. 

“Protect those in need. It's in the Corps motto and our plan today.“ Celia gave 
Maxtron a testing look, “Max, get the crew in full enviro-suits, and Chief, rustle 
up all that fancy recovery gear.“ 

Maxtron nodded, though it looked like he still had things to say.

“Aye-aye Cap'n.“

“Chief, you don't have to call me that; the mission's over.“ Celia stopped at 
the door.

Maxtron paused.

“The mission's just begun, and you're still the Captain of this crew.“ He shot 
Maxtron a look before heading up the stairs. Celia grabbed Maxtron's shoulder 
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before he could leave.

"Max, if something…." "if something happens to me, I need you to step up 
and keep the crew safe. This isn't about our careers; it's about helping one 
another. Can I count on you?" 

“Absolutely,“ His black eyebrows locked into thick lines above deep-blue 
eyes, “Captain.“ 

The bridge was quiet when Celia and Maxtron returned. Major Skandii 
remained focused on only a few holoscreens, and Hamilton was scrunched into 
his seat, biting his nails. Celia returned the helmet to the command chair. 

“What'chu got for me, Doc?“ Celia said in as light as a voice she could muster.

"TexCom's and net feed intercepts confirm many major explosions around the 
globe." Hamilton pivoted, "I can't find anything official anywhere; nothing from 
the Union government or the royal house yet. A senate staffer claimed a meteor 
crashed into the capitol building, and a few posts mentioned armed attacks, but 
nothing further."

Could this really be an armed attack?

"I found some early transmissions regarding an evacuation from Sterium Base 
and some odd transmissions in Thandarian." Hamilton walked toward the 
holoscreen as thousands of blue dots appeared and formed a misshapen ring 
within Nueva City. "With the rivers, mountains, and bay, there's no way in or out 
on the surface." Hamilton suddenly found interest in a random access panel.

“What is it?“ Celia was pretty familiar with Hamilton's mannerisms, 

The typing stopped, and the Major's sixteen armored fingers pulsed in 
anticipation.

“There's been nothing from the Capital or Royal Palace.“ Hamilton paused 
again, “I'm sure it's a damaged transmission node.“

Celia made a reflexive prayer to gods she hadn't believed in for more than 
half her life and cursed herself for hanging up on her father this morning. Visions 
of playing archeologist were replaced with an urgency to get home. The last hour 
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had squeezed all the magic from the day. 

“Aieik…“ She squawked and cleared her throat, “Anything else?“ 

Hamilton shook his big head and avoided looking at her.

Rather than risk her legs giving out on her, Celia dropped into the command 
chair. A faint ringing grew in her ears. The other stations looked much further 
away than she remembered. She gripped the chair’s metal arms, trying to steal 
its strength, and wondered if it had ever felt this lonely for Big Jake Vickers. 

Celia’s sense of time was a bit glassy before Maxtron slid next to the 
command chair. How long had she been sitting there?

“Captain, all crew members are in enviro-suits, and all recovery gear is 
secured in the cargo bay.“ 

Maxtron's professional demeanor helped Celia regain focus. 

"Thank you, XO. Alright, we're…."

“Cadet Vickers, are you proposing to go to the planet's surface?“ Then the 
Major stood up, “What about the planetary prohibition.“

The Major's digital vocalizers didn't infer tone, but the absence of the word 
'Captain' was evident, and it sounded like cannon fire in the bridge. 

“Major, the plan was to attain deep orbit, gather further intel, and offer aid as 
needed.“ Celia stood to attention.

"There have been no transmissions from Mission Command in over an hour," 
The Major said

The mission supervisor's words confirmed Celia's suspicions about her 
tenuous tenure as Captain.

“Are you assuming command, Major?“ A significant part of her hoped 
someone else would take charge.

Major Skandii stepped forward and looked, one could only guess she was 
looking, at Celia. The thumping and ringing in her head returned.

“I only hold a civilian commission within Stonegate Academy as an actuary. 
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Whereas Master Chief Ph'avell does hold a field rank in the Galactic Corps.“ 

A wave of relief washed over her. Of course, it made sense; Ph'avell was the 
most experienced one on board. She could stop second-guessing her every word 
and leave it to him. Celia wanted to hug the Major and escort Ph'avell to the 
command chair, but she was surprised that a part of her wanted to fight to stay 
in command. Major Skandii turned toward Ph'avell and then back to Celia.

“While the Chief has extensive field experience, he has little command 
experience. He is ideally suited for operational duty.“ 

Her heart began to sink.

“If not you two, then who?“ Maxtron sounded hungry.

“Following the last transmission from Mission Command, the exam has been 
concluded, and your calculated results are in the ninety-ninth percentile.“

Maxtron grew a few inches, and Celia reached for her helmet, trying to plot a 
route to avoid getting close to him.

“You all passed the mission. Therefore, Lieutenant Commander Vickers, you 
remain the logical choice for continued command. With your permission, I will 
act as Communications Officer unless you have a more suitable role for me.“

Maxtron looked as if his childhood dreams were pilfered. While Celia’s sense 
of relief vanished, and she was left holding the helmet.

“We couldn't hope for a better Communications Officer.“ Celia smiled.

Dropping out of slipstream, Captain.

Captain, the word was back. 

“Voz, shut down all systems except life-support, long-range sensors, and 
comms,“ Ph'avell said.

Terra Prime looked different in the unforgiving black from four-hundred-
thousand kilometers away than the blue and white sphere they left hours ago. 
Now, a gray hue dulled the entirety of the globe, and large circles of orange  
surface flashed on the surface. Something was happening, and people would 
need help.
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